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A smart device to convert 
residual organic waste into 

mature compost which nourishes 
the soil through the process of 

aerobic decomposition.

Shredder for churning 
the organic waste into 

fine texture 

Turner for mixing the 
shredded content



 All the internal functions can be 
customized as per the requirement of the 
user from setting date and time, to the 
quantity of microbes (buttermilk) to be 
sprayed. It can be automated as well as 
manually handled. 



The shredders can be controlled through 
the app and helps in churning the organic 
waste into fine texture for further process

The app will notify the user about the 
completion of the process

The product is application based, making 
the process time saving and effortless
All the internal functions can be customized 
as per the requirement of the user 

See more...

https://sugandhigwl.wixsite.com/portfolio/fertezy-asmartcompostmachine


UV Sterilization

Screen to display 
important text

A device which can be operated 
through a mobile app by the 
owner from anywhere in the 
absence of an individual 



Device can be operated through a mobile 
app which has the following features:

Safe lock that can be opened and closed, with 
the app, by the owner from anywhere

Camera to monitor the activities related to it
Relevant notifications to the owner

Notifications regarding the space inside the container

Log regarding the opening and closing of the box

See more...

https://sugandhigwl.wixsite.com/portfolio/safelock


To design a temporary display 
structure and stall for a drone 
company which is going to 
exhibit their products in a 
temporary exhibition 



To design a temporary display 
structure and stall for a drone 
company which is going to 
exhibit their products in a 
temporary exhibition 

Layouts

Drone trial space

VR booth

Desk

VR area

Display Structure

Product Gallery

Desk Entry

Entry

Top surface

Hanging Structure

Display Area

VR area (simulator)

Purchasing Desk

Product Display

Advertising Screen
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See more...

https://sugandhigwl.wixsite.com/portfolio/exhibitiondesign


Thankyou

Get in touch!

sugandhigwl@gmail.com

+91- 9131448909

Ahmedabad, Gujarat
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